Abstract

The Pulse Echo (PE) technique is a widely used ultrasonic non-destructive testing technique to test materials by analyzing ultrasound echoes reflected from flaws and discontinuities. In conventional PE technique, called contact type PE, an ultrasonic transducer is in constant contact with a test piece, transmitting and receiving ultrasonic signals from the test
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specimen. The inherent shortcomings of PE are the need for; uniform couplant conditions, the ultrasonic transducer to remain in contact with the test object throughout the scan and a limitation to scan regular surfaced objects only. This paper provides for extending a system initially developed for contact type PE, to perform Immersion Testing (IT) which is a contactless pulse-echo inspection method with the probe and test piece separated by a predetermined volume of water of certain thickness. A computer controlled 3-axis transducer position manipulator (motion frame) is constructed for assistance in conducting automated tests. The efficacy of immersion testing relies on the precise control of the motion of transducer. The existing immersion type motion controllers along with dedicated data acquisition and analysis system are quite expensive and are beyond the affordability of smaller ultrasonic labs. Hence the proposed system including the motion frame and Data Acquisition Unit (DAQ) can serve as a competent, low-cost and reliable IT system benefitting several small scale industries and labs.
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